The most critical measurement of a body belt, in terms of comfort, is dee measurement. The 6087 Sizing belt is designed to provide the user with an exact hip to hip (dee size) measurement. Use the sizing belt as outlined below to determine proper dee size.

- Measuring with the sizing belt should be done over the clothing the user intends to wear under the body belt.
- Position the sizing belt around your body approximately 4” from the waist on top of hip bone to where body belt is worn. see fig. 1
- Note the position of the heels (slotted end) of the dee rings. Disconnect the snaps on the sizing belt and adjust the length as necessary, so that the dee ring heels will be just forward of the hip bones rather than on them.
- When properly adjusted remove the sizing belt and take note of the number in the size window. see fig. 2
- Add 1" to the number noted in the size window if ordering a non padded body belt, add 2" if ordering a padded body belt and add 4" if ordering a lightweight dri-lex body belt.
- This number is the dee size by which you should order your body belt.

**Warning**

**SIZING BELTS ARE NOT** safety products. This product is designed only to help you determine how to order a proper sized Linemen’s Body Belt. Wearing the sizing belt as a body belt is an **IMPROPER USE** of the product. **SIZING BELTS ARE NOT** to be used for Work Positioning or Fall Protection Equipment as this product is not intended, manufactured or tested to meet those requirements.

**Improper Use of This Products Will Cause Injury or Death**

**Cleaning**

Proper maintenance and storage of your equipment will prolong its useful life and contribute toward its performance. The equipment should be cleaned and maintained at regular intervals depending on usage.

**Leather** - Using a sponge, wash leather with saddle soap and water, then wipe with a clean damp cloth. Allow the leather to dry completely - avoid high temperature heat sources. After drying, the leather should be oiled with 100% Neatsfoot Oil, wiping off any excess with a dry cloth.

**NOTE:** This product **can not** be returned unless it is in new / unused condition.